LOOMIS BASIN TRAILS TASK FORCE - PLEASE HELP US FIND TRAILS
We are gathering as much information as possible about existing and potential trails in the Loomis Basin. We will be
presenting this information and a detailed map to Placer County in September as part of the County's study of trails
policy. We will also present it to the Town of Loomis, which is extremely interested in creating a linked trail system. The
Loomis Basin needs a trails system which is linked and provides safe, enjoyable walking and riding for our community. The
vision is a network of "Rural Sidewalks" for all of us to use and enjoy. This is a HUGE opportunity to help create such a
system. Mapping and describing an existing or potential trail makes it far more likely that the trail will be created by the
County, the Town, developers and willing easement donors. If they don't know it's there, it's not likely to happen. Please
share your favorite trails and trail proposals
1. If you are now riding, walking or running a trail which may not be mapped
2. Know of a potential trail that might create a nice "loop" if a segment was added
3. Know of a trail which provides an alternate or separated route to busy roads
4. Know of a trail which provides access to a location like schools, stables, parks, parking and staging areas, local
businesses , homes etc.
5. If you can suggest feasible trails which would serve any of these purposes

Please fill out form and then hit the Send by Email button. You can also save the file, then attach it to an email to lbha@vfr.net. Lastly you may print the form and then mail it to Loomis Basin Trails Task Force 9217
Los Puentes Rd, Newcastle CA 95658 or fax it to 916-663-3417
First Name

Last Name

e-mail

You may use my name
Keep me informed/I would
like to help with this project

Phone Number
TRAIL EXISTS, BUT MAY NOT BE
ON A FORMAL MAP

I WOULD LIKE TO SEE A
NEW TRAIL HERE

TRAIL IS PROBABLY
A FORMALLY
MAPPED TRAIL

OTHER - PLEASE BE
SPECIFIC AS POSSIBLE

Town or unincorporated area of Placer
Co. where trail is located
Actual description of where trail is located - streets, land markers, length, connecting trails , type of trail (eg narrow dirt,
along quiet street, dirt road, along irrigation canal.)

Why is this trail
important to the
area

Other Comments - Examples- owner likely to give an easement, logistcal problems at bridge or intersection.

Please suggest other groups or groups to
contact - name/e-mail/phone

Date

Submit by Email

Print Form

